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DISCLAIMER - Forward Looking Information
This presentation, the information contained herein, any other materials provided in connection with this presentation and any oral remarks accompanying this presentation (collectively, the
“Presentation”), have been prepared by Auxico Resources Canada Inc. (“AUXICO” or the “Company”) solely for information purposes. No stock exchange, securities commission or other
regulatory authority has approved or disapproved of the information contained herein. This Presentation does not constitute an offering of securities and the information contained herein is
subject to the information contained in the Company’s continuous disclosure documents available under the Company’s pro le on www.SEDAR.com.
The following presentation contains data provided to AUXICO. As such, the Company has taken all reasonable care in reproducing the information herein. Material in this presentation may
contain technical or other inaccuracies, omissions, or typographical errors, for which the Company. assumes no responsibility. The Company does not warrant or make any representations
regarding the use, validity, accuracy, completeness or reliability of any claims, statements or information in this presentation. Under no circumstances, including, but not limited to,
negligence, shall the Company be liable for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, consequential, or other damages, including but not limited to, loss of programs, loss of data, loss of use
of computer of other systems, or loss of pro ts, whether or not advised of the possibility of damage, arising from the use, or inability to use, the material in this presentation. The information
presented herein is not a substitute for independent professional advice before making investment decisions.
This Presentation contains “forward-looking information” within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities legislation or “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of applicable
United States securities legislation (collectively, “forward-looking statements”). The forward-looking statements herein re ect management’s expectations regarding the future growth, results
of operations, performance and business prospects and opportunities of AUXICO. Such forward-looking statements may include, but are not limited to, statements with respect to the future
outlook of the Company, business plans and strategies, proposed exploration plans, future commodity prices; success of exploration activities; results of any Technical Report, the
characteristics and potential of the Company’s projects, completion of any recommended work programs or expansions and any timing thereof, and working capital. This presentation may
contain forward-looking statements, including but not limited to comments regarding predictions and projections. Forward-looking statements address future events and conditions and
therefore involve inherent risks and uncertainties. Actual results may differ materially from those currently anticipated in such statements.
Often, but not always, forward-looking statements can be identi ed by the use of words such as “plans”, “expects”, “is expected”, “budget”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “forecasts”, “intends”,
“anticipates”, “believes” or variations (including negative and grammatical variations) of such words and phrases, or statements that certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”,
“would”, “might” or “will” be taken, occur or be achieved.
Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other factors that may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company
to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. Such factors include, among others: general
business, economic, competitive, political and social uncertainties; uncertainties arising from the COVID-19 outbreak; the actual results of current exploration activities; conclusions of
economic evaluations; uctuations in currency exchange rates; changes in project parameters as plans continue to be re ned; changes in labour costs or other costs; future prices of
commodities or metal prices; possible variations of mineral grade or recovery rates; failure of equipment or processes to operate as anticipated; accidents, labour disputes and other risks
of the mining industry, including but not limited to environmental hazards, equipment breakdown, employee sickness and acts of God or other unfavourable operating conditions and losses;
delays caused due to a breakdown in relations with various local indigenous nations or on whose traditional territory where projects are located; delays in obtaining governmental approvals,
project nancing or in the completion of exploration activities; and the factors discussed in the section entitled “Risk Factors” in this Presentation. Readers are cautioned that the foregoing
list of factors and those contained elsewhere in this Presentation are not exhaustive.
Although the Company has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially from those described in forward-looking statements,
there may be other factors that cause actions, events or results to differ from those anticipated, estimated or intended. Forward-looking statements contained herein are made as of the date
of this Presentation and AUXICO disclaims any obligation to update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or results or otherwise, except as
required by applicable laws. There can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those
anticipated in such statements. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements.
Mineral Resource Estimates and Technical Report, Quali ed Person
In accordance with applicable Canadian securities regulatory requirements, unless otherwise stated, all current mineral resource estimates of the Company disclosed in this Presentation
have been prepared in accordance with National Instrument 43-101 - Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects ("NI 43-101"), classi ed in accordance with Canadian Institute of Mining
Metallurgy and Petroleum's CIM’s De nition Standards for Mineral Resources & Mineral Reserves, Pursuant to the CIM Guidelines, mineral resources have a higher degree of uncertainty
than mineral reserves as to their existence as well as their economic and legal feasibility. Inferred mineral resources, when compared with measured or indicated mineral resources, have the
least certainty as to their existence, and it cannot be assumed that all or any part of an inferred mineral resource will be upgraded to an indicated or measured mineral resource as a result
of continued exploration. Accordingly, readers are cautioned not to assume that all or any part of a mineral resource exists, will ever be converted into a mineral reserve, or is or will ever be
economically or legally mineable or recovered. Unless stated otherwise herein, all scienti c and technical data contained in this presentation has been reviewed, approved and veri ed by
Jorge Cruz Martin, who is a Quali ed Person for the purposes of the Technical Report NI 43-101, an independent consultant to AUXICO.
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THE COMPANY - Critical Resource Deposits Poised For Growth
AUXICO RESOURCES CANADA INC., CSE: AUAG,
("AUXICO" or the "Company) is a Canadian company
founded in 2014, focused on the production of critical
minerals and high-value metals, including niobium,
tantalum, platinum group metals (such as platinum and
iridium), and rare earth elements. The Company is the
exclusive trade agent for rare earth concentrates from the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) with Central
America Nickel (CAN), containing rare earths used as
permanent magnet materials and including neodymium,
praseodymium, dysprosium, terbium and gadolinium.
The Company owns directly or through joint ventures,
mineral rights in Colombia, Bolivia, and Brazil.
The Company is positioned to be a major supplier of
critical minerals and rare earth elements, with
access to close to 4 million tonnes of such minerals - one
of the largest deposits outside of China.

D.R.C
COLOMBIA
BRAZIL
BOLIVIA

This includes ±1 million metric tonnes (MMT) of rare
earths and other critical metals such as coltan in
Colombia, ±1 MMT of rare earths in Brazil, ±1 MMT of
rare earths and critical minerals in the DRC, ±1 MMT of
critical minerals in Bolivia, collectively with rare earth (RE)
concentrates containing in average a total rare earth
oxide (TREO) content in excess of 54-63%.
The Company has licensed a technology called the
Ultrasound Assisted Extraction (UAEx), which has been
proven successful at recovering rare earths (84%+
recoveries in solution), as well as other critical minerals.
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INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS
COLOMBIA
An NI-43101 report on the Company-controlled Minastyc property
exhibits samples of total rare earth oxides concentrates grading
68.25% and 65.57%, and surface discovery of high-grade gold,
platinum, titanium, zirconium, hafnium and iridium. The National Mining
Agency of Colombia (ANM) has granted a mining permit for the
Minastyc Property. AUXICO has entered into an agreement for the
trading of industrial sands (tantalum concentrates) originating from the
department of Vichada, Colombia, as well as the trading of tin through
a JV with Gracor SAS, averaging 65% tin content.
BRAZIL
AUXICO has signed a JV agreement with Cooperativa Estanifera de
Mineradores da Amazonia Legal Ltda (“CEMAL”), for the development
of the Massangana tin tailings project with estimated 30,000,000
tonnes of tailings, averaging 2.83% TREO. A production plan has been
established for 750,000 tonnes per year (“tpy”) of tin tailings to
produce tin, ilmenite, zircon, columbite and rare earths. Off-take
agreement signed with Cuex for 3,600 tpy of tin.
DRC
Auxico signed a sales agency agreement for the trading of nonradioactive rare earth concentrates from the DRC. A cumulative
quantity of 720 tonnes of rare earth concentrates were sold as of
September 2022, according to a 5-year off-take agreement for a
minimum amount of 18,000 tonnes of concentrates during the term i.e.
300 tonnes per month (“tpm”), with a target objective of 1,000 tpm.
Auxico signed a 10-year off-take agreement with Lasell Company Ltd.
for a supply of up to 1,000 tpm of tantalum ore (30% Ta2O5 content).

PATENTED ENVIRONMENTALLY-FRIENDLY ULTRASOUND TECHNOLOGY
(UAEX) IS VERY EFFECTIVE ON HIGH-VALUE RARE EARTH SAMPLES,
ACHIEVING +84% RECOVERIES OF SELECT RARE EARTH ELEMENTS OVER
A 2-HOUR LEACHING TIME, AS DISPLAYED IN THE DEPOSIT SAMPLES
ACCESSIBLE FROM AUXICO’S PORTFOLIO OF PROPERTIES
Brazil
Grade (%)

DR Congo
Grade (%)

Colombia
Grade (%)

Bolivia
Grade (%)

Average
UAEx
Recovery (%)

CeO2

35.90

31.61

31.09

20.86

85.72

Dy2O3

0.28

0.09

0.72

0.49

86.63

Gd2O3

0.17

0.73

0.75

4.68

87.47

La2O3

15.17

9.41

9.40

5.49

85.41

Nd2O3

9.04

12.34

9.49

10.77

84.74

Pr6O11

0.89

2.58

2.44

1.57

85.94

Sm2O3

0.90

1.99

1.81

8.66

86.02

Y2O3

1.14

0.49

0.50

1.63

76.26

63.49

59.24

56.20

54.15

84.77

Symbol

Total RE (%)

BOLIVIA
AUXICO has entered into MOU for exploitation and commercialization
of tantalum, niobium, iridium and tin from industrial sands located in
the Province of Ñu o de Chávez, Bolivia; samples indicate grades
59.79% Ta and 2.68 kg Ir.
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TIMELINE - Developments on the Path to Leading Rare Earth and Critical Minerals Supply
Q4 2021

Q1 2022

Q3 2022

Q2 2022

Q4 2022

Q1 2023

MOU signed for tin tailings
project in Brazil
NI 43 101 Minastyc Property
Permitting process Colombia
Successful precipitation of thorium from REE
Sale of 96 tonnes of REE: Auxico
becomes o cial trader out of Congo
Production Permit Approval for Minastyc Property
JV Agreement signed with CEMAL
for Brazil Massangana tailing project
OTCQB uplisting & DTC eligibility
Signed o -take with Lasell for 1,000 tpm Ta
Sale of 192 tonnes of REE from DRC
Signed o -take agreement with Cuex for 3,600 tpy tin
Sale of 432 tonnes of REE from DRC
Signed tin trading agreement with Gracor
LSE listing process
Evaluation of Brazil plant construction for production of tin, zirconium, ilmenite, niobium, REE
*OTCQB: mid-tier U.S. based OTC venture equity market
*LSE: London Stock Exchange
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TIMELINE - Developments on the Path to Leading the the Rare Earth and Critical Minerals Supply

Surface discovery of high-grade gold, platinum,
titanium, zirconium and hafnium test results on
samples taken from the Minastyc property:
- 1m from surface, 14 samples from these areas gave
an average head grade of 9.5 g of gold, and
13.5 g of platinum (from 8 of the 14 samples that
returned grade);
- Discovery of 24.5% titanium, 7.8% zirconium,
and 2.4 kg/ton of hafnium; results are from ne
concentrates taken at various sample points.
- Previously reported 3.2 tonne bulk sample from 2
locations of Area 50 pit; 7.7 kg ne concentrate
returned TREO grades 68.25% and 65.57%.
- Minastyc Property NI43-101 Technical Report to
be updated near term, pending assay results.

MAY 2022

APR 2022

The National Mining Agency
of Colombia (ANM) has
granted a mining permit for
t h e M i n a s t y c P r o p e r t y.
Pending the authorization from
Corporinoquia (Colombian
environmental agency), the
Company will be able to move
equipment on site, which will
enable AUXICO to commence
small scale mining operations.

Sales agency agreement with
Central America Nickel with
regard to the exclusive trading
rights for rare earth
concentrates being exported
from the DRC:
- 1st shipment of 96 tonnes
of rare earth concentrates
from the DRC exported by
CAN, average price of US
$4,784/ tonne;;
- AUXICO retains a commission
equal to 15% on every sale
over the next 2 years,
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JV agreement signed with Brazilian mining
cooperative CEMAL with regard to Massangana
project representative of 30 million MT of tin
tailings, Brazil:
- Products that could be generated from the tin
tailings: columbite concentrate at ±60% Nb/Ta
grade, monazite concentrate containing ±50%
TREO, ±55% zircon, ±48% ilmenite, and
cassiterite concentrate containing ±70% tin.
- Production plan to process 2,500 tpd of
tailings: 6,000 tpy of tin cassiterite, 90,000 tpy
ilmenite, 90,000 tpy zirconite, 13,500 tpy
columbite, 37,500 tpy monazite.
- Cuex o -take executed for 3,600 tpy of tin.

JUNE 2022

10-year o -take agreement
with Lasell Company Ltd. for a
supply of up to 1,000 tpm of
tantalum ore (30% Ta2O5
content). Lasell will have a right
of rst refusal on production
exceeding 1,000 tpm. Initial trial
shipments of 25 tonnes per
month are expected to begin in
Q4 2022, with plans to expand
into commercial production over
the course of 2023.

CORPORATE PRESENTATION Q3 2022

JV agreement signed with
Gracor SAS Colombia with regard
to tin trading operations with
average grades 65% tin content.
- The objective is to export a
minimum of 100 tonnes per
month of high-grade tin.
- Previously announced samples
from pits on the Companycontrolled property displayed test
results of 33.75-62.13% tin
content, inferring the
development potential of a major
tin operation in Colombia.

SEP 2022

OCT 2022

AUXICO executed 3rd and 4th trades of a
combined 432 tonnes of RE (monazite
sands); initial testing on samples of the
material indicated an average grade of 14.01%
Nd, and a ~60% TREO.
- Cumulative 720 tonnes of RE exported
by AUXICO from the DRC as sales agent to
Central America Nickel, representing total
provisional value of US$ 3.8M.
- 2nd trade of 192 tonnes of RE ore;
executed in July and sold at a nal price of
US$ 6,500/MT for a value of US$1.248M
with reported average of grades 14.95% Nd
and 3.4% Pr, and ~60% TREO content.
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DEPOSITS - Colombia High-Grade Tin Trading Operation
TIN IN COLOMBIA
AUXICO has signed a joint-venture agreement for high-grade tin trading operations in Colombia, which provides
the Company with a 70% pro t share on all sales of tin ore executed with Gracor S.A.S. (“Gracor”). This agreement
represents a signi cant amount of tin and potentially a new source of sustainable revenue for the Company, with the
objective of exporting a minimum of 100 tonnes per month of high-grade tin at average grades exceeding 65% tin
content. The 3-month bid price of tin per tonne is ± US$18,400 on the LME, effective October 26th, 2022.
Gracor’s principal business is the purchase of tin from the indigenous population in the state of Vichada, Colombia.
Gracor is purchasing ore rich in tin content, sourced from and hosted in alluvial sands on surface, on properties in close
proximity to Auxico’s Minastyc Property. Auxico will be providing Gracor with the working capital to increase its direct
purchases and will sell tin according to international standards.
- Reported June 2021: discovery of a high-grade tin-tantalum target area on its Minastyc Property (with titanium,
niobium, scandium and hafnium credits) that has been subject to pit sampling (Table 1).
- Samples previously taken from the tin-tantalum target area were the result of pan concentration and screening, and
were sent to Canada for analysis by Coalia Research Institute in Thetford Mines. Previously announced samples from
pits on the Company-controlled property displayed test results of 33.75-62.13% tin content, inferring the
development potential of a major tin operation in Colombia (Table 1).
- A series of tests including magnetic gravity and optical separation on the above samples to produce separate
concentrates of tin, tantalum, scandium and hafnium in order to optimize the value of each concentrate.
Table 1: Tin-Tantalum Target Area
SnO2 %

Ta2O5 %

TiO2 %

Nb2O5 %

Sc2O3 %

HfO2 %

Yb2O3 %

Sample #1

33.75

25.08

15.50

7.45

0.59

0.34

0.12

Sample #2

44.60

18.71

11.46

8.15

0.38

0.24

0.21

Sample #3

62.13

12.58

6.40

5.35

0.29

0.16

0.21

Sample #18

47.20

9.29

0.07

3.24

0.13

0.06

0.40

Average grade across 4 samples

46.92

16.415

8.3575

6.0475

0.3475

0.2

0.235

18,000

158,000

3,000

170,000

3,800,000

80,000

50,000

8,445.60

25,935.70

250.72

10,280.75

13,205.00

160.00

117.50

Market price/ton ($USD)
Value/ton ($USD)

VICHADA,
COLOMBIA

For discussion purposes only: Total value per ton = $58,395.27
*Note: representative of only the above 4 samples and not a resource, also market pricing may vary
Reference to Minastyc Property samples announced in news release dated June 24, 2021
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DEPOSITS - Colombia REE Assets
RARE EARTHS IN COLOMBIA

NI 43-101 on Minastyc
Pr o p e r t y ; 7 . 7 k g n e
concentrate sample
returned total rare earth
oxides grading 68.25%
and 65.57% respectively

AUXICO holds mineral and surface rights to the Minastyc Property located in the municipality
of Puerto Carreño, along with a mining production permit awarded by National Mining Agency
of Colombia (ANM). The Company is now in process of transferring the Minastyc property title
to the Company.
AUXICO has made a signi cant rare earth discovery of TREO content of 56.81%, due
to a historical asteroid impact point in close proximity ~150 km from the property, with
asteroid mineralization rich of REE extending past Puerto Carreño. Test results on a sample
from a pit on the property resulted in 47% tin content, along with tantalum, niobium, scandium
and rare earth metals, as analyzed by Coalia Research Institute in Thetford Mines, Canada.
This results from a satellite imagery interpretation study which identi ed in excess of 20
priority exploration targets in the process of being sampled.
AUXICO acquired the surface rights to 1,482 hectares of land between two adjoining
properties; Agualinda and the Mynastic property. The Company signed an MOU to earn a
70% interest in 20,000 hectares of land owned by the indigenous community of GuacamayasMaipore, for the exploitation of industrial sands (tantalum ore). The properties are located
within a strategic area designated by the Colombian Government for its potential for tantalum,
niobium and rare earths. Currently, a systematic initiative of digging ~250 pits using shovels is
being executed via a grid system.
Subsequent discoveries adjacent to the Company-controlled property; at a distance of 1.6 km
from the initial discovery with TREO content of 55.03% in concentrates, and the discovery
of high-grade rare earth metals at a distance of 9 km, within the 20,000-hectares permit area
held by the Guacamayas-Maipore community. For reference, please see on the right Sample 2
with a TREO content of 63.21%.
Following the environmental assessment and approvals, the Company would have the
capacity to sell up to 300 tonnes of RE concentrates per month from its Minastyc property.
Approximately 250 pits have been conducted on the property, pending sampling analysis, the
Company could establish a resource estimate and upgrade the NI 43-101; sampling has been
useful in providing a perspective on paleo channel ow, direction and dip for future modelling
(de ning vertical sections of 3-4 metres).

Element
Cerium
Neodymium
Lanthanum
Praseodymium
Samarium
Gadolinium
Dysprosium
Yttrium
Ytterbium
Erbium
Total RE (%)
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Sample 2
Grade (%)
38.70
7.73
7.36
4.53
2.27
1.38
0.71
0.05
0.35
0.13
63.21
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DEPOSITS - Colombia Coltan and High-Value Metal Au-Eq Surface Discovery
COLTAN IN COLOMBIA
AUXICO has entered into a commercial agreement with Minampro Asociados S.A.S. for the
exploitation and trading of industrial sands to supply a minimum of 25 tonnes of
tantalum concentrates originating from Vichada, Colombia. Minampro Asociados S.A.S.
is licensed for the buying, selling and exporting of various minerals, and holds the exclusive
purchase agreement with indigenous community Guacamayas-Maipore.

HIGH-VALUE METAL DISCOVERY, INCLUDING IRIDIUM
Gold, platinum, titanium, zirconium and hafnium test results on samples taken from the
Company-controlled Minastyc property:
-

Within the rst metre from surface, 14 samples from these areas gave an average head
grade of 9.5 grams of gold, and 13.5 grams of platinum (from 8 of the 14 samples that
returned grade). The presence of thorium has not been observed within the top metre;

-

Discovery of 24.5% titanium, 7.8% zirconium, and 2.4 kilograms/ton of hafnium;
results from ne concentrates taken at various sample points;

-

Observations in the eld estimate a minimum of 250,000 tonnes of material is
represented by a Ferricrete layer in the rst metre from surface, over surface area of 6.5
hectares;

-

A satellite imaginary study con rms an area of ~150 hectares with the identical signature
as Area 50. Assuming that the new targets contain the same grades of mineralization as
identi ed in Area 50, the projected mineralization would equate to 10,000,000 tons of
material, if evaluated under the same conditions of the 6.5 hectares ndings. The
Company could potentially hold 10,000,000 tons at 17 g/t Au Eq = potential to host ~6
million ounces of Au Eq at surface, without any drilling. The rare earth content has
been identi ed in layers of mineralized below the surface layer;
Previous samples from the property contained high-grade titanium rock sample, with
42.85% titanium, 25.44% niobium, 8.28% tantalum and 53.53 g/t of iridium. Samples
found in a different zone on the property, originating from a rock sample containing
30.41% tantalum, 23.30% niobium and 24.47 titanium.
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250,000 tons

150 HA
Potential 10M tons @ 17 g/t Au Eq
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DEPOSITS - Commercializing the Brazil Tin Tailings Deposit
AUXICO has signed a JV agreement with the Brazilian mining cooperative Cooperativa
Estanifera de Mineradores da Amazonia Legal Ltda (“CEMAL”), with regard to the
exploitation and commercialization of a tin tailings deposits located over an area of
17,000 hectares in Massangana, in the state of Rondonia, Brazil. AUXICO has exclusive
rights to purchase the tailings material, engaging CEMAL and/or other parties in Brazil in
the production process, AUXICO will bene t from 85% pro t share (transaction price of
US$2M). These properties have an estimated 30,000,000 tonnes of tin tailings, based
on study prepared by the German Mineral Resources Agency and Geological Survey of
Brazil. Data for this estimate has yet to be reviewed and veri ed by AUXICO’s Quali ed
Person.
Highlights of the Massangana project:
-

The types of products that could be generated from the tin tailings include columbite
concentrate at ±60% Nb/Ta grade, monazite concentrate containing ±50% TREO,
±55% zircon, ±48% ilmenite, and cassiterite concentrate containing ±70% tin.

-

The property is fully permitted for extraction and treatment of the tailings and the
production of the rst four concentrates; tin/cassiterite concentrate, columbite
(tantalum-niobium) concentrate, ilmenite and zircon concentrate.

-

AUXICO intends to process these tailings at a rate of 750,000 tonnes per year resulting
in 6,000 tpy of tin cassiterite, 90,000 tpy ilmenite, 90,000 tpy zirconite, 13,500 tpy
columbite, 37,500 tpy monazite.

-

AUXICO has signed a 5-year o -take agreement with Cuex, Swiss subsidiary of
Shangai Qunxian Industrial (Group) Co., Ltd., a bulk commodity Chinese trading
company, representative of a purchase of 3,600 tonnes per year, for a total of 18,000
tonnes of commercial tin concentrates, press release link.

-

RONDONIA,
BRAZIL

Element

Brazil
Average
USD $
Concentrate UAEx
E ective
USD $/MT
element/
Grade (%)
Recovery (%) Recovery (%) (2022-03-03) tonne
35.90
1,465
496
94.43
33.90
0.28
492,000
1,150
83.54
0.23

AUXICO has successfully removed the thorium content, making the concentrate nonradioactive and eligible for international shipping. Using the UAEx process, the
thorium content in the concentrate was reduced to less than 0.1%;

Cerium
Gadolinium

0.17

100.00

0.17

99,905

169

Phase 1: production of concentrates using gravity and magnetic separation
processes, the concentrates are produced simultaneously i.e. by concentrating tin, the
residue gets concentrated with tantalum-niobium etc. Despite not having permits for
the production of the monazite concentrate, this concentrate will be a by-product of
the production process and can be either stockpiled for further processing, or sold at
±50% TREO concentrate.

Lanthanum

15.17

94.24

14.30

1,425

203

Neodymium

9.04

92.51

8.36

190,000

15,889

Praseodymium

0.89

100.00

0.89

173,000

1,539

Samarium

0.90

93.28

0.84

4,735

39

Yttrium

1.14

80.80

0.92

14,850

136

CREC announced investment of ~$300M in Ariquemes, property adjacent to Massangana property.

Dysprosium

Total RE (%)

63.49

19,626

* Samples of concentrates taken by the Massangana property owners were recently analyzed by Coalia Research Institute;
Results of selected concentrate samples indicate a TREO of 63.49%.
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DEPOSITS - First Company to Successfully Export REE Monazite Sands from DRC
RARE EARTHS IN DRC
AUXICO entered into a sales agency agreement with Central America Nickel (“CAN”),
with regard to the exclusive trading rights for rare earth concentrates currently
being exported from the DRC. Kibara Minerals, subsidiary of AUXICO’s joint venture
partner CAN, holds resources in excess of 1 MMT of rare earth elements in the rst
metre of its Obaye reserves, open N-E-W, with rare earth oxides content equivalent
to that of the Mountain Pass mine (NYSE: MP, valuation~$5B). A geological report
concluded that Obaye is a world-class deposit hosted in monazite sands that
extends over 4 km in the N-S direction, and 2 km in the E-W direction. Report Link.

D.R.C

Kibara Minerals has the exclusive option to purchase nodular monazite (natural RE
concentrate) from a DRC mining cooperative. The trading of rare earth concentrates
out of the DRC represents a sustainable source of revenue for AUXICO.
Effective April 19, 2022, a rst shipment of 96 tonnes of rare earth concentrates from
the DRC have been exported at an average price of US$ 4,784 per tonne, of which
AUXICO is subject to a 15% commission. Trades with a cumulative 720 tonnes of
monazite RE concentrates have been nalized since April 2022, according to an
off-take agreement with a 5-year term, for a minimum amount of 18,000 tonnes of
concentrates during the term i.e. 300 tpm. With a target objective of 1,000 tonnes of
concentrates per month, this represents ~US$72M in annual revenues based on
current sales metrics, of which AUXICO retains a 15% sales commission. Press
release link.
AUXICO executed a second trade of rare earths for a total of 192 tonnes in July
sold at a nal price of US$ 6,500/MT for a value of US$1.248M. Samples analyzed
by SGS South Africa reported average grades of 14.95% Nd and 3.4% Pr and
con rmed the samples had a ~60% total rare earth oxide content.

Cerium
Dysprosium
Gadolinium
Lanthanum
Neodymium
Praseodymium
Samarium
Yttrium
Total RE (%)
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DR Congo
Grade (%)

Element

31.61
0.09
0.73
9.41
12.34
2.58
1.99
0.49
59.24

Average
Recovery (%)
87.06
88.11
89.16
87.09
85.96
88.77
87.19
76.84
87.06
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DEPOSITS - Off-take Agreement for Tantalum Ore
COLTAN IN DRC
AUXICO has signed a joint venture agreement with Kibara Minerals (subsidiary of Central America
Nickel Inc.) for the export of tantalum and niobium ores from the DRC. Kibara has access to highgrade tantalite mineral deposits in the DRC and an exclusive supply agreement with a cooperative
for the purchase of tantalite ore from the Bafwasende artisanal deposit located 200 km from
Kisangani in the north-central part of the DRC.
-

Tantalite ore samples from the Bafwasende deposit have been tested by an independent
laboratory, IGS, with grades of 22% Nb2O5 (niobium pentoxide) and 46% Ta2O5 (tantalum
pentoxide). Other reports con rmed similar ndings, including ore up to 55% Nb2O5 and 30%
Ta2O5.

-

In 2020, one of the Company's potential buyers also performed its respective tests, which
resulted in 42.04% Ta2O5 and 22.93% Nb2O5. Initial geological surveys were carried out at the
Bafwasende Tantalum deposit on foot, focusing on a known source of Ta2O5 in an area of 400metres in length by 200-metres in width; 7 exploration pits were dug over the identi ed
mineralization zone and columbite concentrates recovered from the site have shown an average
grade of Ta2O5 in excess of 30%. An aerial study of the permitted and the surrounding areas
conducted by JAPOSAT in March 2021 recon rmed the initial mineralization and has identi ed
three additional areas of interest within the same basin.

-

-

AUXICO and partner Covemin, a commodity trading rm based in Zurich, have established
relationships with the global buyers of tantalite ore; AUXICO and Kibara will collaborate on a
trading operation of tantalum and niobium-bearing ores from the Bafwasende deposit.
10-year o -take agreement executed with Lasell Company Ltd. (“Lasell”) for a supply of
up to 1,000 tonnes per month (tpm) of tantalum ore, targeted purity of 30% Ta2O5 content and
pricing based on AMI. Lasell will have a ROFR on production exceeding 1,000 tpm. Initial trial
shipments of 25 tpm expected to begin in Q4 2022, with plans to expand into commercial
production over the course of 2023.

D.R.C

200 km from
KISANGANI

EXPLORATION
PERMIT ISSUED
FOR 45.87 km2
1,000 TPM OFFTAKE SIGNED
WITH LASELL

Tantalite ore for this off-take is sourced and executed by JV partner, Kibara Minerals, AUXICO
holds a 70% stake under a pro t-share agreement. A full exploration permit covering an area
of approximately 45.87 km2 has been issued by the Ministry of Mines of the DRC.

fi

fi
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GRADE OF
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EXCESS
OF 30%
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MARKET DEMAND - Minerals Deemed Strategic and Essential to Economy and Defence
Rare earths are fundamental building blocks of the modern economy, enabling trillions of
dollars in global GDP via a wide range of clean energy, information technology, defense and
industrial applications. The adoption of electric devices, vehicles and heightened demand for
advanced technologies and superalloys is global, and will test the limits of current mineral
supply. The rapid emergence of the world’s renewable energy sector is helping set the stage
for a commodity boom; REE used in electric vehicles and emerging technologies depicts a
demand increase of 12 times by 2050 to reach emission targets set by the Paris
Agreement, whereby China has a near monopoly on over 81% global supply of all REE metals.
China also dominates the market with more than 90% of the NdFeB magnet
production globally, a key component for wind turbines, electric cars and electronic
appliances. In 2021, China exported 48765 metric tonnes of permanent magnets worth of
almost US$ 3B. ‘The annual demand for rare-earth metals has doubled to 125,000 tonnes
in 15 years, and the demand is projected to reach 315,000 tonnes in 2030, driven by
increasing uptake in green technologies and advanced electronics. This is creating enormous
pressure on global production.
The U.S. aims to cut its greenhouse gas emissions in half by 2030 as part of its commitment
to tackling climate change, but might be lacking the critical minerals needed to achieve its
goals. Critical minerals are 50 minerals that the federal government considers critical to the
U.S. economy or national security, identi ed by the U.S. Geological Survey every year. In 2018,
the U.S. Department of the Interior released a list of 35 critical minerals, and a new list
released in Feb 2022, contains 15 more commodities. While the US reported the second
highest output of rare earths in 2021 at 43,000 MT, the country takes the sixth top spot in
global rare earths reserves, at a total reserve estimate of 1.8 million MT. US import reliance
of critical metals including rare earths is more than 95% (USGS). According to one
analysis, 95% of critical mineral reserves in the US are within 35 miles of a tribal reservation,
which further limits their ability to execute large mining production activities. China has only
about a third of the world's known reserves but as much as 85% of processed rare earth
elements come from China. In July 2022, Canada’s House of Commons Standing Committee
on Industry and Technology issued a report entitled: POSITIONING CANADA AS A LEADER IN
THE SUPPLY AND PROCESSING OF CRITICAL MINERALS, an initiative with a federal budget
of $3.8 billion for development and implementation of Canada’s rst critical minerals strategy.
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GLOBAL REE SUPPLY
* USGS Mineral Commodity Summaries

"The world is about to experience its
biggest shift in commodities demand since
the 19th century.”
The Wall Street Journal
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SEPARATION TECHNOLOGY - Ultrasound Assisted Extraction (UAEx)
AUXICO and CENTRAL AMERICA NICKEL (“CAN”) have entered into a joint venture agreement which provides
AUXICO access to CAN’s patented Ultrasound Assisted Extraction (UAEx) technology for the processing
and extraction of critical minerals, including rare earth elements. By eliminating the use of pressure
processing, thus minimizing temperature, reducing energy requirements, chemical inventory, and by default
emissions and waste, while increasing overall recovery rates, CAN’s UAEx can adhere to the most stringent
environmental standards. With mining worldwide currently done on a 24-hour cycle for leaching, UAEx can change
the global industry and increase ef ciency of resource market providers by orders of magnitude the industry
standard, at a reduced production cost and resulting in battery-grade re ned quality product.
Compared with conventional extraction techniques, UAEx enhances a possibility to improve extraction yields
while reducing the use of reagents due to the accelerated cavitation process, providing the opportunity to
use greener alternative solvents and enhancing extraction of heat-sensitive components; reducing chemicals,
waste, energy required for production and CO2 emissions. A comparison of results obtained by mechanical stirring
(500rpm) using the same conditions shows the use of the UAEx process increases extraction e ciency and
recovery up to 35%. The increased ef ciency using the UAEx technology equates to less chemical usage and
waste needing to be neutralized, including but not limited to reduced CO2 emissions from 20% up to 80%.
UAEx technology can solve the issues with separation and production of clean products from critical, rare earth and
high-value metals; making them viable and economic to recover using ultrasound.
The dif culty of separating and purifying rare earth elements makes their production very expensive. Rare earth
elements all display very similar chemical behaviour as a consequence of their peculiar atomic structure, their
outermost electron shell is lled the same way, causing these elements to react in similar ways. The similar reactivity
is what makes it so hard to separate them from one another. This lack of a strong chemical difference means that
separating rare earth metals is a time and energy-consuming process that also generates a substantial amount of
acid waste. Using the UAEx, AUXICO have found an effective means of recovering rare earths.

94%
La

100%
Ir

100%
Pr
95%
Ni
100%
Ga

94%
Ce
92%
Nd

Avg
85%
REE

AUXICO, alongside CAN and other technology partners, have developed a solution to remove radioactive
thorium from REE reserves, making the concentrate non-radioactive and eligible for international shipping. Using
UAEx, the thorium content in the concentrate was reduced to less than 0.1%, furthermore UAEx is very effective on
high-value rare earth samples, achieving +80% recoveries of select rare earth elements.

RECOVERY RESULTS: THE UAEx INCREASES RECOVERY RATES IN COMPLEX ENERGY METAL
EXTRACTIONS IN ONE HOUR; UP TO 95% NICKEL, COBALT, MANGANESE AND SCANDIUM, 80%
EXTRACTION OF VANADIUM, TITANIUM, COPPER AND IRON, 85% RECOVERY OF GOLD, SILVER AND
VARIOUS RARE EARTH METALS, REACHING 100% RECOVERY IRIDIUM, GADOLINIUM AND PRASEODYMIUM.

ffi
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE
# OF SHARES

* as of November 7, 2022
Shares Outstanding

73,805,674

Warrants (avg $0.73)

12,695,301

Options (avg $0.80)

6,635,000

Convertible Debenture (avg $0.29)

47,060,000

Fully Diluted Shares Outstanding

140,195,975

2018

2019
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2020

2021

2022
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MANAGEMENT

FREDERICK
KOZAK

MARK
BILLINGS

TARA
ASFOUR

CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER AND PRESIDENT

EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN

DIRECTOR OF
INVESTOR RELATIONS

Mr. Kozak is a seasoned capital
markets and resource executive,
with almost 40 years of domestic
and international experience.
He spent the latter part of his
career as a senior executive and
board member of private and
public companies, including as cofounder of a start-up public
international oil and gas
exploration company. Prior to that
he worked as a globally
re c o g n i z e d a n d t o p - r a n k e d
equities analyst, notably at
Canaccord Genuity and Haywood
Securities. Most recently, Mr.
Kozak was President of a
Canadian rare earths and uranium
exploration company.

Mr. Billings is a former investment
banker, having raised hundreds of
millions of dollars for small-cap
companies, including several
junior mining companies. He has
an MBA from Harvard Business
School and he is a Chartered
Financial Analyst. He founded
and managed companies in the
junior resource sector, in addition
to being CEO, CFO or a director
of a number of publicly traded
resource companies in Canada
and abroad.

Ms. Asfour is an experienced
executive consultant with over 10
years of management, investor
relations, communications and
marketing experience, specialized in
capital markets. Ms. Asfour holds a
M a s t e r ’s d e g r e e i n B u s i n e s s
Management, a Financial Markets
Certi cate from Yale University, and
Certi cate in Alternative Investments
from HBS. As Chief Development
Of cer for FairGreen Capital Partners
and Managing Director of its
Canadian regional division, Ms.
Asfour has led over US$550 million
worth of fundraising and strategic
development initiatives. Her previous
positions include IR executive at Red
Pine
Exploration
Inc,
Communications Director at
Dominion Water Reserves and
advisor to publicly listed rms.
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PIERRE
GAUTHIER

RICHARD
BOUDREAULT

MELISSA
SANDERSON

DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

Mr. Boudreault held top corporate executive positions in
organizations of all sizes in both the private, public and
governmental sector.
He is recognized for his
Governance, Regulations and ESG issues. He has led
organizations across a variety of sectors including
advanced materials, natural resources and metallurgy,
clean technology, and on energy (hydrocarbon and
nuclear). From 2005 to 2014, Mr. Boudreault was CEO of
the cleantech metallurgical process and mining
Orbite Aluminae, where he raised over $140M in
nancing from institutional and government sources and
grew the rm from start-up to publicly traded company
with a valuation of $500M at exit. He has developed REE
processes and specializes in heavy elements extraction,
separation and puri cation. Mr. Boudreault holds a
bachelor’s in applied physics, an MBA and a professional
master’s degree in engineering, which he earned at
Cornell.

Melissa Sanderson is a globally experienced and
forward-looking founder and executive, advising
boards and companies how to position themselves
for sustainable success by embracing diversity,
inclusion and compassion. Her 30-year international
career includes diplomacy, negotiation, and
business. She is a Professor of Practice at the
Thunderbird School of Global Management in
Arizona. Melissa served as a senior diplomat,
including as Charge d’Affaires in charge of the US
Embassy in Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the
Congo. As VP International at Freeport-McMoRan
she coordinated Freeport’s environmental, social
and governmental functions in Peru and Chile, as
well as the DRC. Melissa is the recipient of
numerous awards, including the U.S. State
Department Superior Honor Award and inclusion in
the Who’s Who of American Women Bankers.

Mr. Gauthier holds a Bachelor of
Commerce from the University of
Ottawa and a M.B.A. from Concordia
University. He was the Founder,
P re s i d e n t a n d C E O o f D u n d e e
Sustainable Technologies Inc. until
December 2014. Involved in the mining
industry for over 20 years, he has been
involved in raising over $500 million
dollars of nancing in various projects.
Mr. Gauthier is the inventor of a
patented ultrasound extraction
technology for scandium and vanadium.

JOSEPH
LAU

BYRON
KING

BUZZ
WEST

DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

Joseph Lau holds a BSc. (Chem) from
Concordia University and an MBA from
University of Ottawa. Mr. Lau is the
Founder
and
Chairman
of Rockhound Limited in Hong Kong.
Since his return to Hong Kong in 1994, he
served in Senior Executive positions
across various industries, including
nancial services, RE, telecom and
retail jewelry. Mr. Lau is a member of the
Chemical Institute of Canada and the
Canadian Institute of Mining Metallurgy &
Petroleum.
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Byron King has an outstanding international
career and focus on the critical minerals space,
nancial markets and public policy. Mr. King
studied geology and graduated with honors
from Harvard University, and he holds advanced
degrees from the University of Pittsburgh School
of Law and the U.S. Naval War College. He has
extensive knowledge and expertise in
mineralogy, speci cally regarding rare earth
elements and critical minerals, as well as
government policies. Mr. King served in the U.S.
Navy and has advised the U.S. Department of
Defense on national energy policy.

A former soldier and head of Reuters, Middle East and
Africa, Mr. West has spent the last 25 years as an
entrepreneur in the elds of natural resources, high
technology and security. He has recently retired as the
group chairman at Kingswood Holdings Ltd., the owner
of KW-Wealth, having assets under management of
approximately £7 billion. Highly experienced in the
nancial services arena, Mr. West was the founder and
chairman of Ashcourt Rowan plc, which had assets
under management of approximately £6 billion. Mr.
West was also the chairman of the leading loss
adjustor GAB Robins, taking them from management
buyout to trade sale to the US group Crawford. He was
the senior non-executive director to Norwegian telecom
company, Norcon plc.
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TECHNOLOGY ADVISORS
RICHARD
BOUDREAULT

AHMED
BOUAJILA

CTO & TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY
BOARD MEMBER

TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY BOARD
MEMBER

Mr. Boudreault has held top corporate executive positions in organizations of
all sizes in both the private, public and governmental sector. He is recognized
for his Governance, Regulations and ESG issues. He has led organizations
across a variety of sectors including advanced materials, natural resources and
metallurgy, clean technology, and on energy (hydrocarbon and nuclear). From
2005 to 2014, Mr. Boudreault was CEO of the cleantech metallurgical process
and mining Orbite Aluminae, where he raised over $140M in nancing from
institutional and government sources and grew the rm from start-up to
publicly traded company with a valuation of $500M at exit. He has developed
REE processes and specializes in heavy elements extraction, separation and
puri cation. Mr. Boudreault holds a bachelor’s in applied physics, an MBA and
a professional master’s degree in engineering, which he earned at Cornell.
P.Phys., B.Sc., M.Eng., MBA, FRSC, HFRCGS, FCMOS, FInstP, FCASI,
FWAAS, FCAE, FIAA, AFAIAA, SMIEEE

Mr. Bouajila is a senior engineer with more than 30 years of extensive and
cross-disciplinary background and experience in mineral processing and
extractive metallurgy R&D, technical services and engineering. Mr. Bouajila
served at CRM/COREM for nearly 20 years at all levels of project, technical,
scienti c, management and direction lead. He also acted as VP metallurgy
and ore processing at G Mining Services Inc. Since 2016, Mr. Bouajila, is
leading IGS Impact Global Solutions Inc., an emerging R&D laboratory that
he founded with the commitment to contribute to solving the most
challenging problems of the extractive metallurgy. Mr. Bouajila graduated
from Laval University in 1986 with a degree in mining engineering and holds
a master’s degree in mineral processing received in 1988.
P. Eng.

DARIA CAMILLA
BOFFITO

JORGE CRUZ
MARTIN

TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY BOARD
MEMBER

EXPLORATION PROGRAM
CONSULTANT

Ms. Bof to is an Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering at
Polytechnique Montréal. She nished post-doctorate studies in Chemical
Engineering at Polytechnique Montréal, and holds a doctorate degrree in
Industrial Chemistry from the University of Milan. Ms. Boffto completed the
bachelor and masters studies in Industrial Chemistry at the University of Milan.
Fields of research and competence Ms. Bof to is experienced in include:
extraction processes with ultrasound and microwave; process intensi cation
by alternative energy methods; biofuels and biochemicals synthesis with
ultrasound and microwaves; ultrasound- assisted synthesis of catalysts;
deposition and coating processes with ultrasound; ultrasound emulsi cation;
ultrasound and microwaves; ultrasound water treatment; and ultrasoundassisted synthesis.
B.Sc., M.Sc., PhD

Mr. Cruz is a mining geologist engineer and economist with extensive experience,
having worked at the Institute of Geology and Paleontology, as head of the group
of Valuation of Mining Assets 1999, working with the BZW (Barclays Capital), until
promoted to the National Of ce of Mineral Resources and manager of
Cooperation between Cuba and Brazil for projects of evaluation of mining
properties. As of 2005, Mr. Cruz moved to the Of ce of the Historian at the Centro
de Altos Estudios San Geronimo as a professor of Geosciences, worked at SIME
as Senior Specialist at Empresa Mecánica Enrique Varona, as well as consultant
and advisor to Nichromet Extraction Inc, its subsidiaries Nichromet Guatemala
S.A. and Nichromet Dominicana S.A., in Cuba and Guatemala, and consultant for
Vale in Colombia in 2008. In 2011 Mr. Cruz was a consultant and advisor to the
Minister in the Ministry of Mining and Metallurgy of Bolivia and from 2011-2012 Mr.
Cruz was Project Manager at Calvista Gold Corporation, followed by President of
Fenix Geoconsultant Ltd. and VP of Exploration of Alicanto Mining Corp. and
Alicanto Colombia SAS. By 2013 Mr. Cruz transitioned to Geghi Gold LLC, as a
consultant and evaluator of their mining properties and since 2014 Mr. Cruz acted
as consultant for several companies, among them Forbes Manhattan (FURA) to
attend emeralds and base metals in Boyaca.
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CONTACT
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WWW.AUXICORESOURCES.COM
AUXICO RESOURCES CANADA INC.
201 Notre-Dame Street West, Suite 500
Montreal, Quebec
H2Y 1T4
Canada
Frederick Kozak, President & CEO
fk@auxicoresources.com
+1 403 606 3165
Mark Billings, Chairman
mb@auxicoresources.com
+1 514 296 1641

MONTREAL

Member of
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APPENDIX - REE Industry Leader Comparison
TREO
MP Materials
Following otation
concentrate recovery
60% TREO
67% Recovery

Auxico Resources
Naturally occurring
on surface
60% TREO

60%
55%

Sichuan
Following otation
concentrate recovery
50-60% TREO

50%

45%

Bayan
Following otation
concentrate recovery
50% TREO
60% Recovery

40%

35%

30%

20%

Lynas
Mined
7% TREO

15%

Bayan
Mined
6% TREO

5%

Defense Metals
Following otation
concentrate recovery
43% TREO
60-80% Recovery
Lynas
Following otation
concentrate recovery
40% TREO
70% Recovery

MP Materials
Mined
8% TREO

25%

10%

Auxico Resources
Following UAEx
84% Recovery

Sichuan
Mined
3.7% TREO
Defense Metals
Mined
2.33% TREO
5%

10%

15%

RECOVERY
20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

55%

60%

65%

70%

75%

80%

85%

* Data compiled from Defense Metals Corp Presentation, p11-12. Sources: N. Verbaant, a, K. Bradley, J. Brawnt and S. Mackie. 1 SGS Mineral Services (Lakefiled Site), 185 Concession Street PO Box 4300, Lakefield, ON K02 2H0.
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APPENDIX

Source: National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) “REE-CM Program, ” https://www.netl.doe.gov/coal/ rare-earth-elements/program-overview/background.
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